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FAST RADIO BURSTS

ASTROPHYSICAL MYSTERY!

Short + Bright Radio Emission (few repeat!)  
103 per sky per day (Lawrence+2017) 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FAST RADIO BURSTS

ASTROPHYSICAL MYSTERY!

‣ Dispersed: arrival time is freq 
dependent  
tarr∝DM 𝑣-2 

‣ Dispersion measure  
DM = ∫nedl 

‣ DM not apriori known 

‣ Computationally expensive search 

‣ Proxy for distance  
(after subtracting MW DM) 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Lorimer et. al. 2007  
(Fig from Petroff et al 2019)



FAST RADIO BURSTS

EXTRAGALACTIC LOCATIONS
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Yao et al 2017

Electron Distribution in the Milky Way

Halpha, continuum radio 
observations rule out local DM 
contributions

Figure 4

Left: Dispersion measures plotted against Galactic latitude for pulsars and FRBs. Di↵erent
symbols are used for Galactic pulsars (2422 objects), Galactic pulsars associated with supernova
remnants (27), pulsars in the Large Magellanic Cloud (LMC, 21) and Small Magellanic Cloud
(SMC, 5), and FRBs (55). DM measurements and pulsar associations were obtained from
Manchester et al. (2005, http://www.atnf.csiro.au/research/pulsar/psrcat). Right: Scattering
times for pulsars and FRBs at 1 GHz plotted against Galactic latitude. There are 421 pulsar
measurements and 93 upper limits on ⌧ compared to 18 FRB measurements and 37 upper limits.

the IGM or a galaxy disk, from a galactic center like that of the Milky Way, or from a young

supernova remnant (Piro 2016). Ionized gas in galaxies is therefore a plausible source for

some or most of the extragalactic part of DM. We discuss the relative contributions to DM

from host galaxies and the intergalactic medium (IGM) in Section 7.

The right-hand panel of Figure 4 addresses FRB scattering. Temporal broadening of

FRBs results from small-angle scattering by electron density variations on scales much

larger than a wavelength. The scattered burst shape is the convolution of the emitted burst

F(t) with an asymmetric pulse broadening function p(t), Fs(t) = F(t) ⇤ p(t). A one-sided

exponential p(t) = ⌧
�1 exp(�t/⌧)⇥(t) is often used for modeling of measured pulses but

is a special case for thin scattering screens that only approximates realistic broadening

functions. The scattering time is a strong function of frequency, ⌧ / ⌫
�4.

The figure shows scattering times ⌧ scaled to 1 GHz vs. Galactic latitude for both

pulsars and FRBs. Pulsar scattering times span more than ten orders of magnitude. The

measured scattering times of FRBs, like their DMs, are also within the range spanned by

pulsars but they are much larger than those of pulsars at similar Galactic latitudes in most

cases. This too is consistent with FRB scattering occurring primarily from extragalactic

gas, at least for FRBs detected so far. However, only about 30% of the detected bursts

show scattering. Section 7 discusses properties of the extragalactic plasma that underly

FRB scattering.

2.4. Time-Frequency Burst Structure

The earliest reported FRBs showed relatively simple temporal morphologies: Gaussian-like

pulses modified in some cases by scattering broadening (Lorimer et al. 2007; Thornton et al.

2013; Spitler et al. 2014) with temporal substructure in one case (Champion et al. 2016).

12 Cordes & Chatterjee

Cordes & Chatterjee 2019



z = 0.32Bannister	et	al.
2019

FAST RADIO BURSTS

EXTRAGALACTIC LOCATIONS
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Prochaska	et	al.
2019

Ravi	et	al.	2019

Marcote et	al.
2020

6 localizations: 

‣ 2 repeaters 
1 dwarf, 1 spiral 

‣ 4 (thus far) non-repeaters 
3 elliptical-type 
1 spiral

Chatterjee .. SPT et al 2017

Marcote .. SPT et al 
2020

z = 0.19732

z =0.47

z =0.66

z =0.03 (150 Mpc)

First repeater FRB 121102



FAST RADIO BURSTS

ENERGETICS
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Figure 5
Time-luminosity phase space for radio transients showing the product of peak flux Spk in Janskys and the
square of the distance D in kiloparsecs versus the product of frequency ν in gigahertz and pulse widthW in
seconds. The “uncertainty” limit on the left indicates that νW ! 1, as follows from the uncertainty principle.
Lines of constant brightness temperature Tb = SD2/2k(νW )2 are shown, where k is Boltzmann’s constant.
Points are shown for the nanoshots (Hankins & Eilek 2007) and GPs detected from the Crab pulsar and a
few millisecond pulsars, and single pulses from other pulsars. Points are shown for solar bursts, radio flares
from stars, brown dwarfs, and AGNs. The regions labeled “coherent” and “incoherent” are separated by the
canonical ∼1012-K limit for the synchrotron self-Compton process occurring in AGNs. Arrows pointing to
the right for the GRB and IDV points indicate that ISS implies smaller brightness temperatures than if
characteristic variation times are used to estimate the brightness temperature. Fast radio transients include
RRATs (McLaughlin et al. 2006), the GCRT source J1745-3009 (Hyman et al. 2005), and radio emission
from Galactic magnetars (Olausen & Kaspi 2014). Abbreviations: AGN, active galactic nucleus; BD, brown
dwarf; FRB, fast radio burst; GCRT, Galactic center radio transient; GP, giant pulse; GRB, gamma-ray burst;
IDV, intraday variable; ISS, interstellar scintillation; MSP, millisecond pulsar; PSR, pulsar radio source;
RRAT, rotating radio transient; SSC, synchrotron self-Compton.

3. THE ASTRO-OPTICS OF FRBs
The detectability of FRBs and their observed properties are strongly affected by propagation
through intervening plasmas and mass assemblies. We summarize propagation phenomena that
affect FRB surveys and also how they can be used to probe FRB sources, their environments, and
the IGM, including dark matter.

3.1. Galactic Propagation
Electron density variations δne in the ionized ISM cause three important effects: angular broaden-
ing (seeing), pulse broadening due to angular broadening, and intensity scintillations from both re-
fraction and diffraction. Length-scales smaller than the Fresnel scale ∼

√
λd/2π ∼106 km diffract

432 Cordes • Chatterjee
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FAST RADIO BURSTS

COSMOLOGICAL PROBES

▸ Polarized radio waves 

▸ Interacts with every electron and B-
field 

▸ Turbulence, baryon distribution 

▸ HeII reionization at z~3 

▸ Magnetic field distributions 

▸ Gravitational lensing

�8

Earth FRB Source
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▸ Polarized radio waves 

▸ Interacts with every electron and B-
field 

▸ Turbulence, baryon distribution 

▸ HeII reionization at z~3 

▸ Magnetic field distributions 

▸ Gravitational lensing
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Earth FRB Source
B

Also probe environments around the 
FRB (Michilli+ Nature 2018)



FAST RADIO BURSTS

REPEATERS AND NON-REPEATERS

�9

‣ Some FRBs repeat — same position, almost the same DM  
Most FRBs haven’t been seen to repeat 
Despite ~101 — 103 hrs of obs 

‣ Are they different populations? or different ends of the same 
population? 

rate parameter

po
pu

la
tio

n



FAST RADIO BURSTS

WHAT ARE THEY?

▸ ~1010–12 times brighter 
than Crab giant pulses

�10

Platts .. SPT et al 2019http://frbtheorycat.org

Engine 
(sources energy)

Transmission 
(converts energy to EM)

Fuel 
(stores energy)

Magnetic Field 

Rotational Energy 

Kinetic Energy 

Gravitational Potential

Magnetic Reconnection 

Magnetic Acceleration 

Shocks

Synchrotron Radiation 

Curvature Radiation



FAST RADIO BURSTS

WHAT ARE THEY?

▸ ~1012 times brighter than 
Crab giant pulses 

▸ Magnetar? NS Binary? 
More exotic?

�11

Platts .. SPT et al 2019http://frbtheorycat.org

Merger/Coalescence

Interaction with asteroid/
axion nugget

Magnetic field reconnection/
star quake

Cosmic string cusps

Interaction with winds 
or radiative shocks 

from pulsars, OB stars, 
AGNe



FAST RADIO BURSTS

A GALACTIC “FRB”
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‣ Since Nov 2019:  
SGR 1935+2154 active 
X-ray flares/bursts 

‣ 28th April 2020: CHIME/FRB 
detected a very bright radio 
burst (also detected by STARE2) 

‣ Lower end of the energetics 

‣ First FRB from a canonical 
magnetar

CHIME/FRB Collaboration (2020)



FAST RADIO BURSTS

A GALACTIC “FRB”

▸ Multi-peaked ‘hard’ X-ray burst just after radio

�13

Mereghetti et al (2020)



FAST RADIO BURSTS

A GALACTIC “FRB”

▸ Multi-peaked ‘hard’ X-ray burst just after radio 

▸ BUT — many other X-ray bursts w/o radio (CHIME/FRB Coll 2020, Lin et al 2020) 

▸ Many radio bursts w/o X-ray (CHIME/FRB Coll. 2020, Kirsten et al 2020) 

▸

�14



FAST RADIO BURSTS

SO DOES THAT SOLVE ALL OUR PROBLEMS?

▸ SGR 1935+2154-like magnetars likely don’t explain all FRBs 

▸ The occurrence rate may be consistent with the volumetric rate 
as a population 

▸ But individual FRBs (repeaters and non-repeaters) have 
behavior/activity that SGR 1935+2154 (or other magnetars) 
have not replicated

�15



PET PEEVE

MAGNETARS & “MAGNETARS”

▸ Canonical Galactic magnetar 
(Duncan & Thomson 2003) 

▸ Extremely temperamental  
Show high energy transients 

▸ Flares, Giant flare 
Outbursts 

▸ Complex magnetic field 
Dipolar field can be lower (1012 G) 

▸ 10-20% of core-collapse rate 
 (~24 in MW)

�16

▸ Millisecond magnetars  
(Long GRBs, SLSNe-I) 

▸ Need an extremely high dipolar 
field (1015-16 G) 

▸ No need for temperamental 
behaviour, complex fields 

▸ RARE 
Birth rate ~ 10–4 of CCSN rate 

▸ Prefer low metallicity environments
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THE ENVIRONMENTS OF FRBS  
AND  

WHAT THEY CAN TELL US



Chatterjee .. SPT et al 2017

z = 0.19732

FRB ENVIRONMENTS

FRB 121102 (2016-2017)

▸ Most FRBs were localized to ~few arcmin 

▸ The first repeater (FRB 121102) detected by 
Arecibo (RIP) —> localized with the JVLA 

▸ Low metallicity dwarf galaxy host (Tendulkar et al 2017) 

▸ Why is it in a dwarf 104x less massive than 
MW? 

▸ Low metallicity —> long GRBs and 
superluminous supernovae (SLSNe-I)

�18

Co-located with a very bright 
persistent radio source:
�νLν ∼ 1038 erg s−1



FRB ENVIRONMENTS

MILLISECOND MAGNETAR MODEL

▸ LGRBs/SLSNe-I are thought to have 
millisecond magnetar engines 

▸ If these also have flares 
could produce FRBs 

▸ Also explains persistent  
radio source (nebula)

�19

Metzger et al (2019), Margalit et al (2018)



FRB ENVIRONMENTS

POSITIONAL OFFSET

▸ VLBI position (5 mas; Marcote…SPT et al 2017) 

▸ Near a star-forming knot in an 
irregular galaxy (Bassa, SPT et al 2017) 

▸ AO imaging (Kokubo et al 2017) 

▸ 260 pc offset between the peak star 
forming region

�20

Kokubo et al (2017)

Bassa et al (2017)



FRB ENVIRONMENTS

LOCALIZATION OF A NEARBY REPEATER

�21

‣ FRB 180916 —> repeater 
detected by CHIME/FRB 

‣ Using VLBI, localized R3 to a 
galaxy at 150 Mpc  
(Marcote et al 2020, 2 mas!) 

‣ The nearest FRB yet. 
Very different galaxy from the 
first repeater

Marcote et al 2020 (+ SPT)

Tendulkar et al 2017



PERIODICITY

PERIODIC BURST ACTIVITY FROM FRB 180916 (R3)
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CHIME/FRB Collaboration (2020)

Plot by Dongzi Li, Hsu-Hsien Lin

Plot by Pragya Chawla
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PERIODICITY

PERIODIC BURST ACTIVITY
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Plot by Bridget Anderson, Ziggy Pleunis, Dongzi Li

‣ Source shows activity at 16.35 
day period  

‣ Bursts arrive in a 4 day window 
(at 400-800 MHz) 

‣ Duty cycle is not 100% 

‣ Timescale — rotation? orbit? 
precession? 

‣ Is there another underlying 
periodicity?



PERIODICITY

MODELS
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Orbital Period

Pulsar in orbit around an OB star: Lyutikov et al (2020).  
Simulations from Bosch-Ramon et al. (2015)

Similar model: Ioka & Zhang(2020). 

Certainly possible, HMXBs, Gamma-ray binaries, have 
few day to 100-day periods



PERIODICITY

MODELS

�25

Ultra-long period magnetars (Beniamini et al 2020)

Typical active 
age for Galactic 
magnetars

6.67 hr period from 1E161348–5055 (De Luca et al 2006)

Rotation Period of isolated magnetar 

Canonical magnetars 
could slow down soon 
after birth through a 
loaded wind



PERIODICITY

MODELS

�26

Hyperactive magnetar 
with 1016 G field 
Levin et al (2020)

Precession Period

A very strong magnetic field (1016 G) 
diffuses and causes warps and 
deformations. 

—> Wobbling and precession



PERIODICITY

PERIODICITY IN FRB 121102 TOO

�27

Rajwade et al 2020

Apparent periodicity of 157 days 
(Rajwade et al 2020) 

Confirmed: 161+/- 5 days 
(Cruces et al 2020) 

Really long for rotation!

Rajwade et al 2020



PERIODICITY

PERIODICITY IN FRB 121102 TOO
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Rajwade et al 2020

161 day period: 

Hard to explain for rotation and precession — but 
achievable through tweaking B-field 

Natural for orbital periods

Rajwade et al 2020



FRB 180916

IS FRB 180916 A BINARY?

�29

Tendulkar et al (2020), in review



FRB 180916

IS FRB 180916 A BINARY?
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Tendulkar et al (2020), in review

Green circle is 36 mas radius 
VLBI error + astrometric error

FRB position

Star formation regions

250 pc offset

Little to no 
star-formation 
at FRB location

Resolution of 
< 60 pc!



FRB 180916

IS FRB 180916 A BINARY?

�31

Tendulkar et al (2020), in review

Halpha traces star-
formation rate via young, 
massive, bright stars

Halpha at the FRB location 
constrained to 1037 erg/s 

—> SFR < 10–4 Msun/year 

—> Any star > O6V



FRB 180916

IFU SPECTROSCOPY

�32

Little star formation at FRB locationV-shaped structure is a part of the spiral arm, not separate satellite galaxy



FRB ENVIRONMENTS

WHERE DOES THE 250 PC OFFSET COME FROM?

�33

Olausen & Kaspi (2014)

A 250 pc offset from a star-
forming region is significant 

Magnetars are young (<10 kyr)  
Found near SF regions 

Magnetar scale height —> 
20-30 pc (little dispersion)



A 250 pc offset from a star-
forming region is significant 

Magnetars are young (<10 kyr)  
Found near SF regions 

Magnetar scale height —> 
20-30 pc (little dispersion) 

HMXBs show ~400 pc offsets 
from nearby SF regions (Bodaghee & 
Tomsick 2014)

FRB ENVIRONMENTS

WHERE DOES THE 250 PC OFFSET COME FROM?

�34

Age is not an issue since activity is driven by 
the orbit not by the magnetar’s flaring



FRB ENVIRONMENTS

SO WHAT CAN IT BE

▸ Unlikely to be Galactic magnetar analog unless 

▸ magnetar formed from a runaway OB star? 
few % of OB stars are ejected at high velocities, live for few Myr, enough time to travel 250 pc 
much lower rate of formation 

▸ Magnetar formed from alternative mechanisms (AIC?) 
also much lower rate 

▸ Periodicity, position all suggest OB star binary 
late O or early B star (fainter than O6V)

�35



ARE REPEATERS A SEPARATE POPULATION?

HOST CHARACTERISTICS

FRB 180916; z=0.0337FRB 121102; z=0.193
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Figure 1: Dynamic spectrum of FRB 181112 and optical imaging of its host and a co-
incident foreground galaxy. (A) Dynamic spectrum of FRB 181112 recorded by ASKAP.
The dispersion measure DMFRB = 589.27 pc cm

�3; (B) g-band FORS2 image centered on
FRB 181112 whose position is depicted by the red ellipses with solid/dashed lines indicating the
statistical/systematic uncertainty. We estimate an additional systematic uncertainty of ⇡ 0.500 in
the astrometric solution of the FORS2 image. The host is well-localized to a faint galaxy cata-
loged as DES J214923.66�525815.28, and one identifies a brighter galaxy located ⇡ 5

00 away at
a PA ⇡ 13

� (cataloged as DES J214923.89�525810.43, referred to as FG-181112). The sight-
line to FRB 181112 passes through the halo of this foreground galaxy at an impact parameter
R? = 29 kpc.

17

FRB 181112; z=0.475

Figure 2: Panel A: Host galaxy of FRB 180924. (A) VLT/FORS2 g0-band image showing the
host galaxy of FRB 180924, labeled A. The burst location uncertainty is shown by the black
circle. Two background faint background galaxies, labeled B and C, can be seen to the right
and upper left are also visible (see supplementary text).

11

FRB 180924; z=0.321

 

Figure 2: Images of the sky location of FRB 190523. All images are centred on co-

ordinates (J2000) RA 13:48:15.6, DEC +72:28:11. Panel A shows a dirty snapshot 

image of the burst obtained with DSA-10 (see Methods). Panel B shows an optical 

image in the R-band filter obtained with KeckI/LRIS. The position of FRB 190523 

coincides with an apparent grouping of galaxies. Panels C and D show the zoomed 

burst localisation region in the g and R filters of KeckI/LRIS. The position of FRB 

190523 is indicated with 68%, 95% and 99% confidence containment ellipses in Pan-

els A, C and D. The only galaxy detected above the 26.1-magnitude R-band detection 

limit within the 99% confidence containment ellipse, indicated by ‘S1’, is PSO 

J207+72. A galaxy to the south of the 99% confidence ellipse is labelled `S2’. 
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FRB 190523; z=0.66FRB 190613; z=0.8
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FRB 190608; z=0.118

Active/Star-forming                                                                   Quiescent

References:  
FRB 121102 — Chatterjee+ 2017 
FRB 180916 — Marcote+ 2020

FRB 190608 — Chittidi+ 2020

FRB 190613 — Law+ 2020 (in review) 
FRB 190523 — Ravi+ 2019

FRB 181112 — Prochaska+ 2019

FRB 180924 — Bannister+ 2019

FRB 181030; z=0.0038 

Probabilistic association 
(R4 — NGC 3252, 20 Mpc)

https://frbhosts.org

�36

http://frbhosts.org


ARE REPEATERS A SEPARATE POPULATION?

HOST CHARACTERISTICS

12 K. E. Heintz et al.

Figure 4. Observed apparent r-band magnitude as a func-
tion of redshift for the host galaxies of repeating and non-
repeating FRBs. The non-repeating FRBs are marked by
blue (Sample A) and gray (other samples) dots, and repeat-
ing FRBs (all in Sample A) are denoted by green squares.
For comparison, we show constant luminosity tracks of the
underlying field galaxy population at L = 0.01L⇤, 0.1L⇤, and
L⇤. All FRB hosts are luminous with L > 0.1L⇤, except for
that of the repeater, FRB121102, which has a luminosity of
L < 0.01L⇤.

drawn from the same underlying distribution as the full
galaxy population is rejected with PKS = 0.01, and all
remaining scenarios are rejected with high significance
levels (PKS < 0.005). It is particularly notable that one-
o↵ FRBs do not appear to be drawn from more typical
galaxies. If so, a prior may be to search less ordinary
galaxies to pin-point FRBs that are poorly localized.

4.2. FRB hosts in the BPT diagram

In Figure 6, we show the H↵, H�, [O iii], and
[N ii] nebular emission line ratios of the FRB hosts in
a Baldwin-Phillips-Terlevich (BPT) diagram (Baldwin
et al. 1981). This allows us to assess the dominant
source of ionization and distinguish between typical star-
forming (SF) galaxies, low-ionization nuclear emission-
line region (LINER) galaxies and AGNs (see Kewley
et al. 2019, for a recent review).
We have measured emission-line fluxes for the major-

ity of the hosts in Sample A, most of which were pre-
viously reported in Bhandari et al. (2020). For com-
parison, we show the distribution of ⇠ 75, 000 nearby
(0.02 < z < 0.4) emission-line galaxies from the SDSS,
with each emission line required to be detected at S/N >

5. We also include the standard demarcation lines be-
tween star-forming, AGN and LINER galaxies (Kau↵-
mann et al. 2003; Cid Fernandes et al. 2010).

Figure 5. Rest-frame color-magnitude diagram of the host
galaxies of repeating and non-repeating FRBs compared to
the underlying field galaxy population from the PRIMUS
survey (Moustakas et al. 2013). The FRB symbol notations
are identical to Figure 4. The majority of the FRB hosts are
part of the brightest galaxy population.

Table 4. P -values obtained via 2D KS tests with the null
hypothesis that an FRB host galaxy population (one-o↵, re-
peating, or all) is drawn from the same underlying distri-
bution as early- or late-type galaxy populations in terms of
their color.

Galaxy Type PKS (one-o↵) PKS (rep.) PKS (all)

All 0.001 0.16 0.01

Early-type < 0.001 < 0.001 < 0.001

Late-type < 0.001 0.42 0.004

Examining Figure 6, we find that the FRB hosts oc-
cupy a distinct region of the BPT diagram from the over-
all locus of star-forming galaxies: FRB hosts show an
excess in the [N ii]/H↵ ratio compared to the ridge line
tracing the highest density of local star-forming galax-
ies (Brinchmann et al. 2008). The only exception is the
host galaxy of the repeater FRB121102 which is located
in the “tail” of the star-forming galaxy population.
We use 2D KS tests to compare the FRB host

galaxy population (both with and without the repeater
FRB121102) to each galaxy class. Here, we test the null
hypothesis that an FRB population is drawn from the
same underlying distribution as a given galaxy class with
a 95% significance level (PKS > 0.05). Galaxy classes
are assigned according to the BPT diagram (Figure 6).
The galaxy populations we test are: the full, combined
population, SF, AGN, LINER, AGN and LINER com-
bined, and SF and LINER combined. The results are

Heintz et al (2020)

14 K. E. Heintz et al.

Figure 7. Star-formation rate vs. stellar mass M? dis-
tribution of FRB hosts. The FRB symbol notations are
again identical to previous figures, and we here also in-
clude the galaxies from the PRIMUS survey as the back-
ground sample. The hosts of repeating FRBs show more
diverse behavior: i.e., starbursts (FRB121102), regular star-
forming (FRB190711) and quiescent (FRB180916) galaxies
compared to the hosts of non-repeating FRBs.

the galaxies from the PRIMUS survey (Moustakas et al.
2013). We caution that due to the LINER-like emis-
sion observed for most of the FRB host galaxies, the
SFRs should in principle be treated as upper limits since
the total line emission might not solely reflect the star-
formation activity.
We find that the majority of the non-repeating FRB

hosts with M? < 1010 M� follow the “main-sequence” of
star-forming galaxies (i.e., the main locus of PRIMUS).
At higher stellar masses, the FRB hosts generally show
less star-formation activity per stellar mass compared to
regular star-forming galaxies. The most prominent ex-
ample of this is the putative host galaxy of FRB190523
(Ravi et al. 2019), which is even more massive than typ-
ical quiescent galaxies. Intriguingly, the host galaxies of
the known repeating FRBs show more diverse behavior
than those hosting non-repeating bursts, ranging from
faint starburst (FRB121102), to regularly star-forming
(FRB190711), and finally to quiescent (FRB180916)
galaxies. One thing the hosts of the repeating FRBs
have in common is that they are all relatively low-mass
galaxies (M? < 3 ⇥ 109 M�) compared to the overall
FRB host population (as already hinted at in § 4.1).
We perform 2D KS tests comparing FRB host popu-

lations (one-o↵, repeating, and all) to star-forming and
quiescent galaxies, with the null hypothesis that an FRB
host population is drawn from the same underlying dis-
tribution as a given galaxy population with a 95% signif-
icance level (PKS > 0.05). The results are summarized

Table 6. P -values from 2D KS tests of star-formation vs.
stellar mass distributions for FRB host populations (one-o↵,
repeating, and all) and di↵erent galaxy types (star-forming
and quiescent).

Galaxy Type PKS (one-o↵) PKS (rep.) PKS (all)

All 0.02 0.002 0.001

SF 0.007 < 0.001 < 0.001

Quiescent < 0.001 0.002 < 0.001

in Table 6. The null hypothesis is rejected for all cases.
For the non-repeating FRB host distribution and the
full galaxy population, PKS < 0.02, and all other cases
are rejected with high significance (PKS < 0.007). The
2D KS test results for SF galaxies obtained from the
BPT diagram (§ 4.2) are consistent with these results,
where the null hypothesis is rejected with high signifi-
cance (PKS < 0.007) for all cases. The results also sup-
port the findings from the color-magnitude distributions
(§ 4.1), in which the hosts of non-repeating FRBs do not
appear to be drawn from typical galaxy populations.
To further quantify the typical high stellar masses of

FRB host galaxies, we now test whether FRB hosts
are uniformly drawn from the stellar mass (or lumi-
nosity) function of star-forming galaxies weighted by
their current stellar mass, i.e. fFRB(M?) / M? �(M?),
where �(M?) is the stellar mass function. This is ex-
pected if the FRB progenitor population predominantly
tracks stellar mass. For this analysis we assume the
parametrization of �(M?) derived by Davidzon et al.
(2017) for galaxies at 0.2 < z < 0.5 in the COSMOS
field.
In Figure 8, we plot the cumulative stellar mass dis-

tribution of the FRB hosts in Sample A. We first con-
sider all the hosts (top panel) and then only the hosts of
the one-o↵ FRBs (bottom panel). The uncertainty re-
gions on the cumulative distribution functions (CDFs)
are estimated by combining the two sources of uncer-
tainty: the errors on the individual data points and the
error from the sample size. We calculate the former us-
ing Monte Carlo error propagation, assuming that the
probability density function (PDF) of each data point
is described by a Gaussian profile with the standard de-
viation given by the error on the measurement (similar
to the procedure described in Palmerio et al. 2019). We
then estimate the median and 1� confidence bounds on
the CDF from 10,000 realizations of the data sampling.
The error from the sample size is then computed via
bootstrapping and added to show the combined uncer-
tainty region.

Range of host properties, but 
repeater hosts are typically lighter
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FRB ENVIRONMENTS

IMPORTANCE OF VLBI + HST

▸ Statistically, FRB host properties are consistent with all Galactic 
magnetars (Bochenek et al 2020) 

▸ But so are HMXBs 
No difference unless you look very closely 

▸ Similar relation to SFR, stellar mass, even offsets from galaxy 
centers etc 

▸ Understanding the local environment of FRBs is crucial
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FRB ENVIRONMENTS

FOCUS ON THE NEAREST FRBS

▸ Even with VLBI and HST, need a sample of the nearest FRBs 

▸ Also likely to be bright and have X-ray/optical counterparts 

▸ An FRB at z=1 is not useful for understanding mechanisms but 
is useful for cosmology without needing VLBI 

▸ An FRB at 20 Mpc is the inverse 

▸ CHIME/FRB detecting more and more repeaters, localizing 
them with VLBI 
Can’t do this for non-repeaters! :( 
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FRB ENVIRONMENTS

VLBI FOR NON-REPEATERS

▸ VLBI telescopes are built for small field of view 
Cannot find non-repeating FRBs efficiently 

▸ CHIME/FRB building outrigger telescopes  
Get 50 mas localization for every FRB (repeater and non-repeater) 

▸ Aim to get ~1000 localized FRBs every year in 2 years!
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CONCLUSIONS

CONCLUSIONS

It is not sufficient to know which galaxy an FRB is 
coming from 

The local environment of FRBs is crucial to understand 
their astrophysical origins 

We have to focus on detecting and localizing the 
nearest FRBs
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Zhang, B. (2020, Nature review article)



RESULTS

ALIASING
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‣ CHIME observes R3 once a sidereal day (for 10 min)  

‣ Periodic sampling causes aliasing

Paper 7: Periodic activity in a repeating FRB

Important note!  CHIME observes R3 for 10 minutes per day. 
Therefore, the apparent frequency f=1/16.35 could be aliased 
from a higher frequency.  Aliasing occurs whenever a periodic 
signal is observed with periodic sampling.

Unaliased: f = (1/16.35) 
Aliased: f = (1/16.35) + 1

Plot by Kendrick Smith

fint = N fsid +/– fobs


